Admissions are now open for Level 2 (Grade 10) students for the 2022 academic year. Spaces are limited so contact us right away to reserve your space.

About Us

Maharishi Invincibility Institute NPC is an award winning non-profit private institution and self-development organisation. We are registered with Umalusi and the Department of Higher Education and Training to offer the Level 2 - Level 4 (equivalent to Grade 10 - 12) National Certificate Vocational in Information Technology and Computer Science.

The Maharishi Invincibility Institute has won 34 local and international awards and is recognised by Stanford University in the USA as one of the most innovative educational institutions in the whole world. The NCV is accredited and registered under Maharishi Invincibility Institute however, it is managed as part of the Maharishi Invincibility High School, which is a division of Maharishi Invincibility Institute.

Our Commitment to Academic Excellence

Achieving academic excellence with a focus on developing SAs future Digital professionals. Limited class sizes to enable highly engaging personalised and individual learning experiences.

- Experienced headmistress and highly qualified teachers, with a strong focus on Digital Skills.
- The National Certificate: Vocational (NCV) is an alternative option and is equivalent to a Matric Certificate. Programmes are aimed at developing students in a certain specialisation with practical skills and knowledge that leads to a strong career.
- Course covers the interpretation of: software applications, basic introduction to computer data networking together with information technology principles and data processing.
- This course integrates academic knowledge and theory with practical skills and values.
- Well-equipped classrooms, computer centre and canteen that provide students with a state-of-the-art learning environment.
- Enrichment programmes that support curriculum subject, including robotics, coding and App development.
- Level 2 subjects include Fundamental subjects as well as Introduction to Information Systems, Electronics, Introduction to Systems Development and Multimedia Basics.
Everyone has an infinite field of creativity, intelligence and happiness within. Our mission is to help students awaken this field in everyday experiences, and so enrich all aspects of their lives. By integrating the growth of consciousness with cutting-edge knowledge and critical career skills, we nurture the whole person: consciousness, mind, body, and relationships.

Practices that ensure high academic success and enhanced performance are Transcendental Meditation (TM) and the TM-Sidhis programme. TM, practised daily by some of the world’s most successful people, optimises brain functioning, intelligence, creativity, learning ability and improves well-being. A daily yoga practice further integrates the brain and unlocks full human potential.

**MII ASSOCIATED ALUMNI**

Through our CBE approach to learning, students achieve higher academic success which in turn has translated into a 90% employment rate among our graduates.

We are particularly proud of the over 19 000 graduates who have launched careers in finance, banking, advertising, technology and management consulting, as well as the over 5 000 entrepreneurs who have gone on to start their own businesses. You could be one of them too!

Priority entry into Maharishi Invincibility Institute Digital Academy. Going all the way from L2 (Grade 10) to Masters level in Computer Science.
The Maharishi Invincibility Institute (MII) welcomes South African learners of all backgrounds, religions and traditions. Through Consciousness-Based Education (CBE), we help students unlock their highest potential and achieve academic success while building self-confidence and gaining in-demand career skills. Our holistic approach creates an exceptional and nurturing environment for learning and thriving in this new world.
MII is committed to offering a world-class education to as many South Africans as possible. That’s why we offer the most affordable entry-level rates of all leading private schools in the country.

Applications for January 2022 intake are currently limited to L2 and closes on 31 December 2021.

A limited number of merit-based bursary options are available. Please contact our school for more information.

STEP 1
Enquire Online
(Scan QR code or visit our website or click here)

STEP 2
Attend an Online Open Day

STEP 3
Attend an interview

Join a new generation of leaders